Roll call voting made easy
Using an app – whether using iOS or Android devices or Windows 10 clients –
members simply touch a voting button:

When everyone has voted, all the results are tallied on the legislative scoreboard:

The pass/fail outcome is generated automatically based on your voting criteria.
And you can brand every screen with your group’s logo or seal.

Capabilities & Specifications
RollCall Pro is a 6th generation legislative voting application tailor-made for boards,
councils, and committees of all kinds. Through a WYSIWYN (what you see is what
you need) interface in our app, members have what they need at the right time. If
we’re discussing an agenda item, they have motion & second buttons as well as
request to speak options. If we’re voting, they see voting buttons. And the
Meeting Manager – the program the group’s clerk or secretary operates – makes
things easy with color-coded navigation (Green means “Go”) buttons and micro
help on all options. There’s even a built-in spellchecker.
The Meeting Manager runs on a standard Windows 7, 8, or 10 PC, and voting
members interact with the system using Android or iOS devices or Windows 10
clients. Everyone is connected over a wired or wireless network, though the
Internet is not required. If you don’t have a network in your meeting facility, all
that’s needed is a wireless router.

RollCall Pro automates everything:
 Conducting roll call

With an annual license for 1 PC…
You can support:

 Capturing motions and seconds

 An unlimited # of legislative groups

 Managing the speaker queue

 Of up to 72 members each

 Simultaneous voting

You get:

 Vote tallies and outcomes



Live, online, one-on-one training

 Results documentation



Support & ongoing enhancements

RollCall Pro is the most versatile and affordable roll call voting and request to speak
system available today. Its extensive capabilities enable it to adapt to your needs
rather than forcing changes to your pre- and post-meeting processes. How did it
become so powerful? Thanks to suggestions from our clients (and to our having
the good sense to listen to them), RollCall Pro has been continuously enhanced
since its inception in 2003. Join us, and help us make RollCall Pro even better.
Digital roll call voting is all we do – it’s not a sidelight.
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